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“San Francisco itself is art, above all literary art. Every block 
is a short story, every hill a novel. Every home a poem, every 
dweller within immortal. That is the whole truth.”

~William Saroyan

“San Francisco is 49 square miles surrounded by reality.”
~Paul Kantner
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San Francisco. A city seven by seven miles sitting at the edge of the continent, 
where the sun sets into a blanket of fog, and where triumph and tragedy mix like 
martini’s and char-siu bao. A talented group of San Francisco-based filmmakers 
come together to create five interconnected films that tell the story of this legend-
ary American city on the edge of change. Not since Robert Altman’s Short Cuts 
has there been a film that portrays such a wide range of human stories. A city of 
dreamers and immigrants, of old gold money, and new tech schemes, of people 
living under tarps by the side of the road, and young artists finding new neighbor-
hoods, of bridges to the past and future. Seven by Seven captures them all.

Synopsis
Nina is new to the city, and her friend Mikey wants to lay its beauty bare before 
her, before they go to Burning Man together. Along the way we meet a homeless 
man whose clever signs get him discovered as an “outsider” artist; a public de-
fender trying to lift his poet friend out of a deep depression with the Golden Gate 
Bridge looming in the background; a young tech temp worker who can’t afford 
to live anywhere, and finds dates on Tinder to put a roof over her head on the 
weekends; and a wealthy young socialite, her hippie/tech billionaire grandfather, 
and their immigrant event planner living as an unlikely family—but torn apart by 
a marriage proposal.

With elements of comedy, drama, and romance, in a city known for its heart-
breaking beauty, Seven by Seven unfolds San Francisco in the first quarter of the 
new century in a city where nothing can stay the same.
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Who is Phase 4 Films

We are a group of five award-winning filmmakers who have worked together for several years 
as part of San Francisco’s film-making co-op, Scary Cow. We are coming together to create this 
feature about our beloved city.

Principals (in alphabetical order):
Scotty Cornfield (Writer/Director/Producer) A former homicide 
detective, Scotty is now an award-winning writer/director, having 
written and directed features, documentaries, shorts and works 
for the web. He is probably best known for the documentary 
Children of Alcatraz. Born and raised in the Bay Area, Scotty still 
works as an interview and interrogation consultant for the State of 
California and provides technical consulting services on screen-
plays involving law enforcement.  
IMDB: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3436902

Donna Mae Foronda (Writer/Producer/Director) was  
born and raised in the Bay Area. She was raised by silent, warring 
parents, and in that silence she was able to write her wildest, loudest 
thoughts on paper. She ventured into filmmaking in 2007 and learned 
the ropes through her time at Chapman University, unpaid Holly-
wood internships, and working on Scary Cow films. She has written 
and produced multiple short films receiving awards from Outstand-
ing Writing to Audience Choice. 
IMDB: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm6212432

Tony Jonick (Writer/Director/Producer) was born in Hawai‘i and raised 
in Fiji & Australia, before settling in the San Francisco Bay Area. Here he 
married, raised two daughters, and became a filmmaker. He has directed 
six award-winning short films, and worked on over 30 more. A published 
playwrite, songwriter, and trained puppeteer, this is the first feature he is 
co-directing and -producing.
IMDB: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm7154623
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Phase 4 Principals (Cont’d):

Alisha McCutcheon (Cinematographer/Director/Producer) a West 
Virginia native, has adopted San Francisco as her home. She fell in 
love with the movies as a child sitting in the one-screen theater of 
her tiny home town. However, she didn’t realize that making them 
was a possibility until, as a lark, she took a film class at SF City Col-
lege in 2005. Since then she has directed two shorts, has over 14 
cinematography credits, and has worked as Assistant Director or in 
Camera Department for numerous other films. 
IMDB page: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3507826 

Dana Moe (Writer/Director/Producer) is an award-winning writer  
and director who’s won multiple awards for her short films  
Guilt, Uber Mom and Rest Stop. The latter, an adaptation  
of a Stephen King story, had its European premiere at the Night 
Terrors Film Festival in Denmark (February 2018). Dana has a back-
ground in film theory and criticism and currently moderates a San 
Francisco-based screenwriting class.
IMDB page: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm6954382

Alisha directing a friend on the film 
Overhead.



Production Has Begun on Seven by Seven

Seven by Seven is unique in that it was designed to be produced in segments, and then joined 

together when the pieces are completed. This allows each director on the team a chance to 

express their vision, while following the course of the entire film— a strategy designed to be 

entertaining to a wide audience. Scotty Cornfield’s Sign of the Times filmed in the SF Mission 

District in mid-May, while the next team is actively working on the Foronda/McCutcheon film, 

Moonwalker shooting in the SOMA & Marina district. These gears mesh together from years 

of experience working as a team.

Seven by Seven drinks deep from the Bay Area’s wide acting pool, gathering veteran entertain-

ers and pairing them with the finest young stage talent in Northern California. Sign of the Times

stars legendary Bettina Devin (Rent), and mercurial newcomer Chris Marsol. 
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“Mikey,” Robert Henningsen, 
and “Nina,” Linnae Dosumu- 
Johnson from Moonwalker, 
make an appearance as 
they explore the city.

AD, Ed Negier,  
DP, Alisha  

McCutheon, 
Director, 

 Scotty Cornfield

Chris 
Marsol, 
“Plato”

  Bettina 
  Devin, 
“Grace”



Product Placement Opportunities

Seven by Seven is an independent film planned for release in summer 2019 and targeted 
for wide audiences both within San Francisco, and in theaters across the country. We 
are looking to partner with companies whose products reflect the current tech/millen-
ial lifestyle San Francsico is becoming known for.

We are looking for both major corporate sponsors that we can give heavy placement 
to, and smaller, local products and services that can be featured as locations visited, or 
products casually integrated into the film’s narrative.

For more information on Seven by Seven and having your product featured, please con-
tact our corporate partnership  producer:

Dana Moe
(650) 759-8722
DanaMoe@scarycow.com
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How to Shoot a Film on a Burrito:  
Financing Seven by Seven

Seven by Seven is a high-quality independent film, built on a mega-low budget financial struc-

ture pioneered at Scary Cow, San Francisco’s legendary film co-op, similar to the Roger Cor-

man model, but these films are built on years of trust and respect, not just capital. Phase 4 has 

brought togerther talented screenwriters, producers, directors, and sound technicians who are 

volunteering time and skills because they believe in this project. We are able to create a profes-

sional-level feature, covering the wide range of lives in San Francisco, but at a cost none of the 

professional independents can match.

While this film is being budgeted at an incredibly low cost—$40,000 for production—Phase 4 

producers are looking for capital to upgrade equipment, pay actor salaries, and most impor-

tantly, create a solid marketing and distribution plan. They are looking for opportunities to find 

corporate partnerships, strategic investors, and locate a production partner who can get the 

film on multiple screens where it can be enjoyed by a wide-ranging audiences around the globe. 

For investors, there’s an opportunity to put in a small amount, and get a larger ROI due to the 

low-price of this solid film, and the high quality of the story and the visuals. San Francisco is 

known throughout the world as one of the most lovely cities of all time. Seven by Seven: San 

Francisco Stories captures the spirit of the city for people everywhere to enjoy. 

To discuss investment opportunities, contact:

Tony Jonick    or   Scotty Cornfield

SFStories2018@gmail.com     SFStories2018@gmail.com

(510) 684-3842      (408) 690-3417
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